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The women's liberation movement is presently one of
the most rapidly growing social movements in the United
States. Around the country women of all ages« backgrounds,
and life styles are forming collectives to discuss their
mutual experiences, to study female Issues, or to take action
on a common problem.^ The question of why, and how does the
black woman fit into the women's liberation movement is an
Important Issue? Black women In women's liberation movements
are ardent but noticeably few and many black male opponents
accuse feminists of taking energies from the black movement.
The noticeably few black women who do support women's libera¬
tion belong to such fe^mlnlsts organizations as the Female
Liberation, and the very popular National Organization of
Women (NOW). A black woman, Alleen Hermandez, a free lance
consultant In urban affairs. Is president of NOW and lectures
2around the country In behalf of women's liberation.
The question of why this resurgence of feminism now
Is an Interesting but difficult one, and any theory which
Susan Phipps Sanger and Henry A. Alker, "Dimensions
of Internal-External Locus of Control and the Women's Libera¬
tion Movement," Quarterly Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 28,




attempts to explain it will undoubtedly be a complicated»
interdisciplinary account. In part though, it must Interpret
the social-psychological changes that are occurring in the
minds of many women today.
Review of the Literature
During the past four or five years little data has been
collected concerning the role of the black woman in the women's
liberation movement and how Black's perceive of this role
although much data has been collected in general on the
American white Women's Liberation Movement.
Among the most notable and influential of these studies
are Gerda Lerner,^ Black'Women in White America; In this
study is a documentary history of the struggle of the black
woman. Black Women in White America; is the first book tP
document the contribution and struggles of one of the most
neglected segments of the American population. In this book,
black women tell not only what its like to be oppressed--as
Blacks and as women—but what their roles are in the black
liberation struggle. Dr. Lerner also points out the vitally
important networks of black women's organizations dedicated
to self-help and the struggle for human dignity.
One of the most graphic books of the 70'§ is the
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Black Woman, edited by Toni Cade. It is a collection of
^Gerda Lerner, Black Women in White America (New York;
Random House, 1972).
2
Toni Cade, The Black Woman (New York; Signet Books,
1970).
3
poems, short stories, essays, speeches, and round-table dis¬
cussions by black women on their position and condition In
contemporary American society. It Is an Important book
because It does not confine Itself to pathos and poignancy.
The poems by Nikki Giovanni, Kay Lindsay, and Audre Lorde^
as well as the stories of Paule Marshall and Shirley Williams,
vividly and effectively communicate the feelings of black
women forced Into the most degraded position In American
society. These pieces make evident the need for more social
research. Two subjects seldom seen In print are contained
In essays In this book; the relationship of black women to
black men, and the relationship of black women to the women's
liberation movement. These, areas of thought are intertwined
In many of the essays and are discussed from a number of
diverse anglesJhe, edit'ot's own articles, "On the Issue of
Roles” and "The Fill: Genocide or Liberation," explore the
relationship of black male and female. The author scoreb the
tendency, apparent In some militant organizations, of black
men to seek the oppression and black male oppression of black
women. She says, "Perhaps we need to let go of all notions
of manhood and feminity and concentrate on Blackhood." In
this context, the response of black women to the women's
liberation movement Is examined and clarified. The struggle
of black women to achieve status and dignity Is rightfully
seen as an integral part of the total black liberation move¬
ment .
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Lisa Hobbs^ in her book Love and Liberation, discusses
what is behind the emergences of the new-liberated woman.
She claims that it is the realization that woman's biological
role (that of having large numbers of children) has become
obsolete in an overcrowded world. She also points out that
because women have gained no corporate strength in moderate
society, she faces the fundamental problem of her very exis¬
tence. Hobbs hlso compares the black females role with the
white woman's role. "To be black is not to be female and
to be female ‘is not to be black. Blackness and femaleness
are different existential realities. Yet, the comparison is
of more than passing Interest in these times because the
essence of its expression Is .an exposure of white male view¬
point and an exposure of the technique used to keep the black
‘ '2and the-female: subservient." •
3
Susan Phipps Sanger and Henry A. Alker, did a study
on the Women's Liberation Movement concerning the dimensions
of internal-external locus of control. They found that black
and white women as a group come' from a wide range of back¬
grounds, Incorporate a wide range of Interests, and foresee
for themselves a wide range of futures. In common, they
hold a belief that women, as a class, are oppressed by power¬
ful societal forces and that rewards promised them for
^Lisa Hobbs, Love and Liberation (New York; McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1970).
^Ibid.
O
•^Sanger and Alker, "Dimensions of Internal..., op.cit.
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appropriate behaviors are not forthcoming. In this way, they
provide support for Caplan and Paige's (1968) notion that
blocked opportunity serves as one Important cause for Invol-
ment In militant political activity. Their attitudes are,
of course, shared by many non-movement women. The difference
Is that the feminist believes that these forces can be over¬
come through collective, social action while the non-actlvlst
either believes that a personal approach Is better or that
the problem Is Insoluble. Both researchers felt that a
woman must feel some degree of externality In terms of what
she perceives as a female's status In American society before
she would join a movement which espouses the goals of women's
liberation.
Problem ■
Considerable effort has been made to the understanding
of the American Women's Liberation Movement but there has
been little systematic data collected concerning the black
women's liberation movement or how Black's perceive of this
movement. The scarcity of such knowledge gives rise to this
study.
Purpose
It Is the purpose of this study to further the under¬
standing of black people's perception of the Black Women's
Liberation Movement. Another Important aim Is to shed light
^Ibid.
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and add new reliable knowledge to the already existing data
or to substantiate the past and present data.
Two hypothesis are examined In this Investigation.
(1) that blacks hold unfavorable conceptions
of the Black Women's Liberation Movement.
(2) that black men hold the most unfavorable
conceptions of the Black Women's Liberation
Movement,
Methodology
In collecting data concerning the problem and hypotheses
under Investigation, several research techniques were utilized.
Intensive effort was made to review all pertinent published
materials (books» magazines, articles and newspaper clippings)
concerning first the rol^ nf' the black woman'In‘the women's
liberation movement, and second, how blacks perceive of this
role.
, ■ - ' / /
The major tool of Investigation In carrying out the
research Is a questionnaire with fixed-alternative type
responses. The questionnaire was administered to a random
sample of 96 college students both male and female. To Insure
equal representation, 48 females and .48 males were randomly
chosen from a student directory of Spelman and Morehouse College
respectively. The time and place of the Interviews were
arranged to suit the convenience of the respondents which
normally took place In the respondent's room. The minimum
time for completion was twenty minutes, maximum time thirty
minutes. In some cases, two or three people were administered
the questionnaire simultaneously. The questionnaire consists
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of one page (13 questions) of background matetlal using
Rotter’s (1966) I-E scale.^ The second part contains 17
feminist Ideology Items devised by the Investigator. These
were modelled after the racial Items used by Susan Phipps
Sanger (1969). The third part of the questionnaire Includes
34 Items that specifically deals with the way In which blacks
perceive of the black women’s 11b movement.
Example of a Question.—The Black Women’s Lib Movement
Is a part of America’s contradiction. Answer.--Strongly
agree, agree, disagree, strongly disagree. The final section
concerns Itself with women’s 11b In general.
Another technique utilized was taped Interviews with
students on three majdr campuses (Spelman, Atlanta University,
and Morris Brown). All Individuals names weje omitted fo
conceal Identity,. Several Important, topics for discussion
during these Interviews were (1) Does women’s liberation
have a different meaning for Blacks?; (2) How does a black
woman fit Into the liberation movement?; (3) What is the role
of a black woman?; (4) The black woman’s role VS the white
woman’s role, and (5) today’s new black woman.
An Important aim of the present study therefore, is to
provide a sociological perspective of the feelings and
attitudes of blacks toward Black Women’s Liberation.
«
Susan Phipps Sanger and Henry A. Alker, "Dimensions
of Internal-External Locus of Control and the Women’s
Liberation Movement," 0£_. clt. , p. 127.
CHAPTER II
TAPED INTERVIEWS AMONG ATLANTA STUDENTS
The Black Woman Is Liberated In her own mind
The black women’s liberation movement has been only
partially studied and little has been done on the perception
of Blacks toward the liberation movement. It Is of the
researchers' Intent to establish more needed Information on
the feelings that Blacks hold toward the black womeh’s
liberation movement by (1) the use of taped Interviews and
(2) by’use pf questionnaires.
Person A Is a political science major and a graduate
of Atlanta University and currently a student of Yale Law
School. She Is a part time poet, writer and wishes to practice
law In the state of California. Concerning the role of the
black woman In the Women's Liberation Movement she has this
to say: "I feel that the role of the black woman at this
point In history Is to give sustenance to the black man. At
one time the black woman was the only one that could say
something and not get her head chopped off. You could say
certain things, you could raise the banner high. But the law
was strictly against the black man. So he could not do any¬
thing. Now that he speaks, we speak together. We cannot
separate, and this Is what I say to the women's 11b movement.
8
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You cannot separate men from women when you’re black. The
black woman Is liberated In her own mind, because she has
taken on responsibility for the family and she works. Black
women had to get In the labor force, because black men didn't
have jobs. The black woman Is Independent. She's always
been educated In the school of hard knocks, and she has had
to make her way, even with the family, the children, every¬
thing. Not In my family. My father was a strong black man.
My mother never worked. But Its' true, that In the black
family the woman often calls the tune. I'm against that,
because that makes the whole family structure lopsided. I
think the man should come forth. The man should be at the
head of his household. ‘Still, I don't mean we should take
jobs from black,women. The point is, that there are only two
kinds of ,Oppressed people in this country, and;that;is‘black
people and women. Still, the struggle of black women and
white women Is not the same. Because the white woman Is
oppressed and Is only now realizing her oppression. White
women, middle-class women, have to look at their problem and
It Is their husbands. He Is the oppressor, because he Is
the system. It's a white male system. This Is why she's got
to look at him. The white woman can start there, but she
can't solve her problem by saying, down with marriage. She
has to start politicizing. I also charge the white woman
with complicity. When things went down with the black woman,
if we had gotten together then, we would have been able to
change things. But the white woman, up to now, chose to be a
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China doll. Even the woman's suffrage movement, after they
got the vote, they did nothing else. They acquiesced. That
was a disservice. Now the black woman has been Independent,
but still she hasn't been able to make any decisions. She
Is liberated In her own mind, but the whole country still
oppresses her as a woman. Women must be free to choose what
they want. They should be free to decide If and when they
want children. Maybe In this phase of the game we feel that
we don't need any children because we have to fight the
liberation struggle. So we won't have any children. We have
the right to say so. Men shouldn't tell us. Nobody should
tell us. Then I think women have a right to education.
Everyone should have a right to knowledge.
Person B Is a senior Sociology major—at Spelman College,
who takes pride In the fact that she has lived In Atlanta for
most of her life. Is a strong advocate of the Women's Libera¬
tion Movement. She believes that there Is no way In which
black women In America are unlnvolved In the movement.
Women's Lib Has A Different Meaning For Blacks
We, as Afro-Americans, have to face the problem of
total discrimination In our society. We have had the extra
burden of being women. But only substitute the word Afro-
American people for the word women and you have the same
problem, job discrimination, want ads that discriminate and
false stereotypes. On the other hand, a personal friend of
Person B, Person C, doesn't think that the women's liberation
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movement Is trite, trivial and simple. She feels that It Is
just another political fad and blacks should be about the
same problems they had when they were first brought to this
country.
Person D, a female student of Morris Brown College, a
junior majoring In Library Science, cites the problems of
the Instability of black families as one of her main reasons
for non-involvement In the women's liberation movement. She
has this to say: "I don't think that black women can afford
to be competitive with their men, especially now. Competing
with them for jobs would just add to the problem that already
exists. Black women have been able to find work when their
husbands ‘ couldn't and have often been the head of tlie family
hot because they wanted to be but out of economic necessity*
Some of these women's 11b girls are asking for jobs that black
men haven't been able to get. Black women have the additional
problem of raising their children In high crime areas and some
have got to see to It that their children receive at least a
decent basic education. Most black women don't have time to
take up white middle-class causes (women's 11b) unless they're
trying to hide from the realities of the struggle for black
liberation."
Person E, a female student of Morris Brown College, a
senior majoring In Anthropology states: "The feminist move¬
ment Is one of middle-class white women. Of course, these
are women whose humanity has been destroyed by their husbands,
their fathers, their sons. White women who are housewives
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have been allowed to remain girls, while the black girl
taking care of the house was Indeed the woman. White women
have been do-nothing dolls and one gathers now that they want
to be white men or something else. White women, with their
private schools and summer camps and nursemaids for their
children; and mechanical kitchens, want some satisfaction In
being a woman. Black women do have problems with their men
and we are also affected by some of the stereotypes that
white women experience, but these are minor Irritations when
we compare them with our greatest problem, that being one of
American apartheid."
Person F, a young black woman In her twenties, who Is
currently a:student of Spelman College. Originally from the
Mid-West, a believer In astrology states: "1 think It's
awful. Most of the people who take part In that come from
middle-class white America. Those are the ones whose husbands
fly here, to Atlanta,for this, fly to Los Angeles for that.
And women remain at home by themselves. They watch TV and
most of the women are against marriage because their husbands
are not there. They wake up, send the kid off to school and
there's nothing else to do the whole day but to shop or look
at TV. I don't believe one percent of the people In there
are black womeh....All I see them going on about because men
whistle at you, they don’t like that. Now you have to go
and whistle back at them. I think that's off. I don't like
that, the women's liberation movement. I don't think women
In this country are really the underdogs. They may say that
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they are oppressed and suppressed. They want to be as equal
as men but you can't have that, not In the same sense as the
word equality. You can have equality on the racial level,
where a whole race of people should be equal. But the women's
liberation seems to be a different kind of equality. They
deal mostly with two different behaviors for men and women.
They claim the only honest woman Is a prostitute. That's
an Insult because then they're saying I'm not honest; other
people are not honest. If black womeh fall In that trap of
the women's liberation movement, you going to mess up the
family structure more than ever."
Person G, a student majoring In History at Atlanta
University has thls...to say about the women's' liberation
movement: "1 view white women and Black women as totally
different. It's nothing alike between them except that they
are the female sex. They are completely different. Their
culture even from the beginning of time has been different.
In their culture the man has been superior back long as one
can remember, even back In Europe long before they came to
these lily-white shores. They have been Inferior. Back In
our cultural background It tells us that It was a comple¬
mentary system, that It was no superior or Inferior; people
worked together. It was a circle. Consequently womeh's
liberation Is not anything we can want together because we
are alike. I think for them It's just their thing. Let
them do It. We got other things to do. We don't have any
time for such foolishness as women's liberation. As far as
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Black women are concerned I don’t think we can afford at this
point such luxuries as being able to come Into conflict with
our men."
White Females to Black Females
Person H, a female student of Morris Brown, majoring
In Political Science, speaks on the women's 11b movement*
"I can only speak from my own experience but where they're
coming from Is where we've been—maybe two-hundred years ago.
In fact, they enjoy the luxury of pining how bad off they
have It; when the chips are down with the Betty Frledans and
the Pat Burnetts they can go back to their diamonds. They can
go back and play at being whatever th^y are. I don't think
any of them are real people. Involved In anything real. There
are other things; that deserve priority ovet; the fact pf
womanliness. I think’ if you are a woman you have your libera¬
tion at least In your own sphere and you have the strength
to etch it out for your own level of Involvement. But I
think the leadership of whatever this Is called Is so bad.
God only knows what their goals are. To me, maybe a lot of
publicity for white women to say aren't we great. Now we
are equal to whoever they want to be equal to but there's
no concern for the working woman who has to work every day,
who has always worked, almost the matriarch of today. And
how to be equal may also be to enjoy the privileges of a
woman In terms of Its comfort. These things are never
approached. The people who are leading it now have never had
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to do anything so they're kind of thinking it's game to get
out there in the hard world. And they're still going about
it with may I please do this rather than a strong approach in
what they are attempting."
Analysis of the Interviews
Many factors have made decisive differences in the way
the black woman perceives herself and sees her role in society.
More than any other factor, the black family and the constant
stress and danger with which it is faced in a hostile world
alone can adequately explain the resistance most black women
feel toward the rhetoric and concepts of the women's lib
movement.
The researcher also sees several.themes emerging from
the responses to' the women's liberation movement. One theme
stressed the need for, Blacks to examine their priorities.
Examination, they felt, would then reveal little or no time
for women's llberatloi\ since the priority item is Black
Liberation. Another theme stressed the frivolous nature of
the movement, its tendency to draw attention from the real
struggle of the day, and its orientation towards a White
thing—even perhaps a Black female thing. This theme, also
tehded to imply the superiority of Black females to White
females. Yet another theme emphasized the confusion in male/
female roles accentuated by women's liberation. That is,
several women viewed the movement as a divisive force between
Black men and Black women, as an anti-female drive leading
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to the abandonment of certain essentially female roles In a
quest to be like males* and as a force Increasing the degree
of male "homosexuality" and female "lesbianism."
It can be seen from the Interviews* the black woman's
aim throughout her history In America has been for the survival
of her family and of her race. While she has for many long
periods been forced to socialize her discriminatory patterns*
she also has managed to Imbue them with race pride and a
true desire for full equality. This dual role has resulted
In the unusual flexibility of black wdmen and their bold
stance against oppression. These black women* speaking with
many voices and expressing many Individual opinions* have been
nearly unanimous In,their Insistence-that their own emancipa¬
tion cannot be separated from the emancipation of their men.
Their liberation depends on the liberation of the race and
the Improvement of the life of the black community. Black
women have shown the pride and strength of people who have
endued and survived great oppression. This has given black
women a sense of their own function In the life of their




The study of Black People’s Perception of the Black
Women's Lib Movement among Atlanta Blacks Is best begun by
describing the socio-cultural background of the subjects.
Several reasons dictate this review before reporting the
results of the field research.
The first has to do with the sexual composition of
the sample. Of the,96 persons interviewed with the question-
naire« 48 .of 50 ,percent were male and the- remaining 48 or 50
percent were female. The equal proportion of men to women
results from the technique of receiving interview responses
from equal representation of both male and female^ Another
reason for reviewing the socio-cultural data relates to the
length of residence of the respondent in the Atlanta area.
Only 15 percent of the respondents reported having lived in
Atlanta more than one year. Background information; Occu¬
pation-majority students, age ranged from 17-25; marital
status-67% single, 19% married, 5% separated. All subjects
interviewed were students. Religious preference ranged from
14% atheist, 71% Baptist, 9% other.
To further the understanding of black people's per¬
ception of the Black Women's Lib Movement several feminist
17
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ideology items were devised by the investigator. It was found
by use of the questionnaire that Blacks hold unfavorable con¬
ceptions of the Black Womeh's Lib» and that black men hold
the most unfavorable conceptions of the movement. Question 3
of the questionnaire—Many Black men take a dim view of the
Black Womeh's Lib Movement. The investigator found that for
both male and female 45% strongly agree, 37% agree, 14% dis¬
agree and 4% strongly disagree. Out of the total 96, 48 males
were interviewed, 26 of them strongly agree, 12 agree, 6 dis¬
agree and 4 strongly disagree.
This indicates that many feel that their women should
be working together for the liberation of black people Instead
of off somewhere trying to do their own thing.' Some men even
argue that the home will be broken up and women will become
coarse an4 lose their gentle appeal. Poetess Gwendolyn
Brooks says, "Black womens like all womeh, certainly want,
and are entitled to, equal pay and privileges. But black
women have a second twoness. They need their black women
beside them not organizing against them."
Of the 48 males and females, 80% agreed that it is
the main responsibility and role of the black woman to inspire
her man, educate her children, and participate in significant
ways toward the social development of the black nation.
Through the use of the questionnaire the investigator found
that many blacks want positive relationships between men and
women, women and women. Secondly, many feel that all movements
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movement Is the most Important movement and therefore should
be first. Some fehl the women's liberation movement Is a
part of America's contradictions. The family Is the most
Important part of a social organ and any contradictions In
America should be seen as a,white against black movement.
Black women, historically, have carried the dual
burden of Jim Crow and Jane Crow. They have not always
carried It graciously, but they have carried It effectively.
Black women. In a special sense, are the mothers of Black
children, or the women who have the children. They have to
especially be ahead and a vanguard In a movement of trying
to re-educate their children and at the same time negating
the power which the white establishment has given them and
refusing to become a part of It because It has been used
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against their men. So what has to happen Is that the Black
woman has to be very Important In the education of her children.
The Black woman has a specific role to play. First with her
Immediate family; to sea that her family Is educated, well-
fed and well-trained In the home. And she has the responsi¬
bility of seeing that all those of voting age should be
registered and able to vote. She has the responsibility of
upgrading the community where she lives. She has a duty to
perform there to see that her children try to be a part of
the best things—to be In the best schools. She has a role
of seeing that her children be brought up In the church or
temple. She has a real role to play In the Black struggle.
She should stay At home and ralAe her family and help the
community and maybe she can help someone else—the Black
people.
Of the 48 males, 86% and 75% of the 48 females agree
or strongly agree that Black women must Identify with the
total black liberation struggle, rather than with Black Women's
Lib.
Again responses of this nature point out that black
women feel that It Is their chief duty In the black struggle
of raising their children In crlme-rldden neighborhoods to
see to It that their children receive a decent basic education.
Most Black women feel they don't have time to take up a
white middle-class cause like women's llh unless they're
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Feminist Ideology Items EA A B SB SA A B SB total
Women have as much to give as the
men if not more in some cases. 10 5 21 12 12 20 16 0 96
The black voman must he given her
full respect in life 24 12 12 0 16 52 0 0 96
Women have as much ri^t to defend
their countiy as their men 5 7 15 21 21 4 26 10 92
Wcanen have as much ri^it to pay ali¬
mony as the men. 0 12 52 1 7 15 22 4 95
A woman should not be interfeixed
with if she choses to abort a fetus. 5 10 20 15 5 6 22 16 95
Women sliovild be free to decide whet¬
her or not they need alimony. 12 24 4 8 5 12 10 25 96
A mother should spend most of her
time at hone. 24 14 4 2 8 22 18 0 92
Our society does not treat women
fairly. 6 12 24 4 12 10 23 2 94
Women should be free to do whatever
they want to with their bodies. 25 7 14 4 14 22 7 5 96
Women are put here to pleasure men. 5 25 10 12 5 7 25 10 95
People should bo free in sexual act. 12 24 4 8 22 11 7 8 96
Because vfomen are unstable they
should not be given responsible jobf^ 0 10 22 14 2 4 24 18 96
Women should think of their families
first and careers last. 8 56 4 0 16 22 6 4 96
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TABLE III
SEX AND PER CEMD OF RESPORBEBTS TO EACH
ITEM BASED OH THEIR PERSOHaL PEELINGS
OR PRESENT PERSONAL PEBLIlfGS
Iteminist Ideology Items SA
IMle
A I) SB SA
Female
A B SD total
The membership for all clubs should
intergi“dted-men & women. 10 22 U 0 22 11 7 8 94
Physiologically speaking, women are
equal to if not superior to men in
strength. 6 12 24 4 8 56 4 0 94
Birth control pills should be obtain¬
able by all women.
» 5 10 20 14 22 7 5 96
There’s no relationship between vir¬
ginity and a sound marriage. 2 4 24 10 16 22 6 4 96
I'^rriage between blacks & whites
would help make the nation stronger. 0 2 20 10 5 6 24 10 95
There's nothing sinful about having
a baby out of wedlock* 10 5 21 12 8 22 10 0 96
Natural hair is more attractive than
beauty-parlor-treated hair. 22 16 4 6 22 14 7 5 96
If a woman sees a man she wants, she
should let him know. 11 22 0 7 10 20 5 13 96
Women should receive equal jiay for
perfoiTidng the same job as a man. 10 12 25 2 22 0 18 0 96
All women stiould be allowed to refer
to themselves as 'Ms'. 22 14 5 7 32 16 0 0 96
Blacks should go to their own schooli 9 29 4 6 18 22 0 0 96
A lady shovildn't go to a dance unes¬
corted. 5 12 25 10 2 4 18 24 96
In most cases, it is probably better
not to many. 4 2 24 18 0 22 17 1 96
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TABLE IV
SEX aLB PEK cent of itESi'ONBENTS TO El.Cti
ITEli BilSEB OK TKBIR i'ENSOi'UiL i'EELIKGS
OH PiffiSENT PERSONAL FEELINGS
^Jale
Feminist Ideology Items





The Black Liberation hovsinent has
been significantly beneficial for
everyone. 22 11 7 8 10 14 20 4 96
The Black Liberation I'iovement isn't
any different from the suffrage move¬
ment of the 1880's. 5 20 10 15 4 8 56 0 96
The ,concerns of Black Women's Lib
movement should seem pale by compari¬
son for the Black woman. 14 22 4 8 20 15 5 8 96
Black people can't be free until all
women are free. 8 17 22 1 18 17 25 8 95
The Black Woman's Lib movement is a
wixite middle-class thing. 16 50 2 0 6 28 6 8 96
Black women need the same freedcxa
white woBien have. 6 16 22 4 8 22 15 2 95
host men feel that women have too
much freedom already. 8 22 15 5 11 8 22 6 94
The Black woman should be less in¬
hibited in her relation with men. 5 12 25 10 4 2 24 14 96
Black men seem to prefer the bed com¬
pany of white women than black wemen. 2 4 18 24 8 12 6 22 96
White female prostitutes are treated
better than Black female prostitutes. 8 22 12 6 15 15 5 15 96
Black women are better able deal
with intelligent capable men than
are white women. 5 12 24 9 20 25 5 0 96
Fewer negative things inl'luence the
sexual behavior of white wc»nen than
black women. 1 5 18 24 8 12 6 22 96
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Black Women Making A Living
It has been customary to comare the economic status
and educational attainments of black women with those of
black men. A more useful comparison Is that between white
women and black women. Black women share with all women the
employment discrimination patterns prevalent In this society.
That Is, more of them are In unskilled and service jobs than
are men, they get paid less, work under worse conditions,
advance less rapidly and are more likely to be poor. They
are disproportionately few In professional and managerial
positions.
The United States Department of Commerce Census
repprted there were 6,273,000 black women, eighteen years of
age and over In this country In 1966. Of these, 50 percent
were working, as,against 39 percent^bf white women. Among
women with children under eighteen years of age, 46 percent
of the non-whites were In the labor force. In 1965, the
median yearly earnings of non-white women who worked full-
time the year round was 66 percent of that of white women.
This represents an Improvement over 1939, when the median
yearly earnings was only 38 percent of that of white women.^
In other words, a greater percentage of black wometi
than white women work after they are married and after they
have children; they work more years of their lives than do
^All figures based on: U. S. Department of Labor, Wage
and Standards.
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white women; their earnings are lower, their unemployment
rate greater. The absence of opportunities for black women
In the middle-grange jobs, especially In sales and clerical
work, make It necessary for black families to develop different
employment expectations and education goals than do white
families. Until very recently and for a majority of Blacks
to this day, educational achievement for black families could
expect that their girls would have to work all or most of
their lives and since there were few semi-skilled or middle-
range jobs available to them, the only hope for a girl to
escape the unskilled, service job trap was In getting a
professional education. This explains the Incredible sacri¬
fices made;by generations of black families to give their




To summarize the Implications of the statistical
data: The Women's Liberation Movement touches some sensitive
nerves among black women but they are not always the nerves
the movement seems to touch among so many whites. At a time
when some radical white feminists are striving for a different
family structure, many black women are trying to stabilize
their families. They are making a special effort. In a great
number of cases, to assume the wife and mother role more
effectively. Whether a black woman feels that she can relate
to the women's liberation, movement and the extent to which
she Is or Is not Involved In It may well depend on her age
and her experiences.
Given the history of Black peoplA In an oppressive
and racist society many Black womeh now Insist on the need
for Black men and women to rebuild the kind of strong Inter¬
personal links which would permit Black male and Black female
to engage In a concerted thrust for Black liberation. Can
Black women realistically add their strength to women's 11b
and still hope to unite with Black men In a constant and
persistent struggle for Black liberation? This Is the
question which many Black women are posing as they formulate
a stance towards women's liberation.
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Black women historically have shared In the economic
discrimination patterns based on sex which prevail In this
society. They share In race discrimination patterns Imposed
on all Blacks. But race discrimination Is enforced more
strictly than sex discrimination. Black women rank lowest
In any measurement of economic and social status when com¬
pared with Blacks and with white men and women. Only when
It comes to educational attainment levels do black women
enjoy a seeming advantage. Black women have tended to Identify
all discrimination against them as racial In origin and to
accord high priority to the civil rights struggle. They have
had little time or energy for consideration of women's rights.
But as the civil rlghta struggle gaj;hers momentum, they began
to recognize the similarities between paternalism and racial
arrogance. ' They also begin to sense that the struggle lntb<.
which they have poured their energies may not afford them
rights they assumed would be theirs when the civil rights
cause has triumphed.
The Black women In this study view liberation of the
women's variety, as they understand It, as simply another
trick bag designed at the least to detract attention from the
Black struggle, and at the most to hamper seriously efforts
to make the Black struggle a truly meaningful one In the
sense of Black male and female united and pushing towards




PUiiPOSB* This study is being cmd-ucted to fxrrther the vinderstanding of
Black People's Perception of the Blick Women's Liberation lave¬
ment.
IL'STKUGTIONS* Please respond to each q^uestion according to your personal
situation, feelings, or practices by circling either A, B,
C, B, or E at the left of the page. Your name is not re-
ciuired and all information will be handled confidentially.
BACKGROUId) IMIDBEATIOK
A B 1. Sex
A. Hale B. Pemale
A^B-'C B 2. Occupation (write occupation in space provided and circle
category.
A B C B E Age
A, 16-under B. I7-25 C. 26-55 D* 56-50 E. 51-Over
A B C B E 4. Earital Status
A. Single B. liarried C. Widowed B. Bivorced E. Separated
A B C B £ 5» Number of children
A. None B* 1 C. 2 B. 5 E. 4 or more
A B C B E 6. Highest level of education
A, Elementaiy school B. High school C. Technical school
B. College E. Graduate
A B C B E 7« Your last annimil income
A. Under 5,000 B. 5,001-6,000 C. 6,001-10,000 B. 10,001-
25,000 E. 25,001 and ov6r
A B C B E 8. Religious Preference
A. Atheist B. Protestant C, Catholic B. Jewish E. Other
specify
A B C B E Geographical area of longest residence
A. North B. South C. East B. West E. Abroad
A B C B E 10. Type of local conmivinity of longest residence prior to age
10.
a. Rural B. Urban C. Surburban B. Inner-City E* Treinsit
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ABODE 11. Responsible person (s) in home during childhood
A. tother & Jhther B. liother only C. Ihther only
D. Grandparent (s) E. Guardian
ABODE 12. Mother's hipest level of eduaction
A. Elementaiy B. High school 0. 'i'echinical school
D. College E. Gradiiiate school
ABODE 15. Ihther's hippiest level of education
A. Elementaiy B. Hi^ school 0. Techinical school
D. College E. Graduate school
EEMIMIST IDEOLOGY ITEIfi
EA A D BD
SA A D SD
SA A;D SD
SA i. D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
SA A D SD
1. Black women have always had to fi^it for their black free¬
dom.
2. Whether you're fitting for women's liberation or just black
lib, you're fighting the same enemies.
3. tlany Black men take a dim view of the black women's liber¬
ation movement.
4* The Black Wanen's Lib Movement is just another attempt of
>4iite people to find out wkiat black people are doing and
control it.
5. White women want the 'equality' to deal with black women.
6. The black women's liberation movement is a part of America's
contradictions.
7. Black women should want to become more deeply involved in
societal activities that would be helpful to everyone.
8. Ttie role of the black woman is to inspire her man, educate
her children, and participate in significant ways toward •
the social development of our nation.
9. Every black woman should be performing tasks that utilize
her abilities more fully.
10. The Mew Black Woman is a creative person who intends to ex¬
press herself and dear also with the enormous task of help¬
ing her man and children to a new level of self-esteem.
11. Jykmy of the black females who have received higner eaucai-
ion have been educated largely at the traditional teacher
institutions. This,has affected greatly their occux>ational
patterns.
12. Most black women have been handicapped in their efforts to
obtain graduate and professional education.
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SA A D SD 15. There is a need to foxm black women's groups to address
needs of the black woman.
SA A D SD 14« Black women must identify with the total black liberation
struggle, rather than with Black women's lib.
SA A D SD 15. Women have as much to give as the men if not more in s(»ne
cases.
SA A D SD 16. The Black woman must be given her full respect in life and
not hampered in her abilities, desires, and activities to¬
wards forwarding the liberation of her people.
SA A D SD 17. Women have as much ri^t to defend their country in the
front line if they want to.
SA A D SD 18. Women have as much right to pay alimopy as men if they wish
to do so.
SA A D SD 19. A woman should not be interferred with if she choses to
abort a fetus.
»
SA A D SD 20. V/omen should be free to decide whether or not they need ali¬
mony.
SA A D SD 21. A mother should spend most of her time in the home.
SA A D SD 22. lien should make the major decisions in the home.
SA A D SD 25. Women dxould be free to do whatever they want to with their
bodies.
SA A D SD 24. Women should wain xuitil a man ask her to have a sexual re¬
lationship.
SA A D SD 25. Our society does not treat women fairly.
SA A D SD 26. lien should get a college degree; but a hi^ school diploma
is enou^ for a woman.
SA A D SD 27. Women are put here for the pleasure of men.
SA A D SD 28. People siiould be free in sexual activity as long as no one
is taken advantage of.
SA A D SD 29» Because women are unstable, they should not be given re¬
sponsible jobs.
SA A D SD 50. V/omen should think of their families first and careers last.
SA A D SD 51. Women should contribute as much to the defense of their
country as men.
SA A D SD ^2. Wmen doctors are't as reliable as men doctors.
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SA A D SD 53. hen and Wcanen ehould share eveiything eqi^ally including
housework•
SA A D SD 54. A woman should not work if her husband doesn't want her to,
and if he is adequately able to provide for her.
SA A B SB 55• Ihe membership for all clubs should be integrated - men &
women.
SA A B SB 36. Physiologically speaking, women are equal to if not superior
to men in strength.
SA A B SB 57. Birth control pills should be obtainable by all women.
SA A B SB 58. There's no relationship between virginity and a sound marri¬
age.
SA A B SB 39. liarriage between blacks and whites would help mane the nation
stronger.
SA A B SB
»
40. There's nothing sinful about having a baby out of wedlock.
SA A B SB 41. Going without a bia contributes to the natural appearance
of a woman.
SA A B SB 42. natural hair is more attractive than beauty-parlo3>treated
hair.
SA A B SB 45• If a woman sees a man die wants, she should let him kncai:.
SA A B SD ■44. Women should receive equal pay for perfoming the same job
as a man.
SA A B SB 45* Women should be able to write 'professional volunteer'
instead of 'housewife' on their passport application or
driver's license.
SA A B SB 46. All women should be allowed to refer to themselves as 'lls.'.
SA A B SD 47* There should be no distinction between man's work and wonsn's
work at any time.
SA A B SD 48. Blacks should go to their ovm schools.
SA A B SB 49* A lady shouldn't go to a dance unescorted.
SA A D SB 50* It should bother a woEuai to think that she may never marry.
SA A B SB 51, Women should pattern their lives after the lives of their
bothers.
SA A B SB 52. In most cases, women diould support the position taken by
men.
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S4 A D SD 55* In most cases, it is probably better not to Biariy.
SA A D SD 54, Government supported babysitting should be given to work¬
ing mothers.
SA A D SD 55. The Black Liberation, movement has been significantly beni-
ficial for eveiyone.
SA A B SB 56. The Black Liberation Movement isn't any different from the
suffrage movement of the 1800's.
SA A B SB 57• Black Woman is in no mood to denovmce the Black laui as
a male chauvinist knowing he has suffered at the hands of
white racism.
SA A B SB 58. The concerns of Black Women's Lib movement should seem pale
by comparison for the Black woman.
SA A B SB 59• Black wanan should appreciate being called 'Sapphire'
by the black man.
SA i B SB 60. Black people can't oe free until all women are.
SA A B SB 61. The Black women's liberation movement is a white-middle class
thing.
SA A B SB 62. Women and lien of all races should be free to choose their
sexual partners as they desire.
SA A B SB 63. Black women need the same freedom white women liave.
SA A B SB 64* Most men feel that women have too much freedom already.
SA A B SB 65. College kids are generally accepting feminist appeals of
middle-class whites because it is an activist way to ignore
racism.
SA A B SB 66. The Black woman should be less inhibited in her relations
with men.
SA A B SB 67* Few negative things influence the sexual behavior or white
women than black women.
SA A B SB 68. Black men seem to prefer the bed company of vdiite woiaen than
black women.
SA A B LB 69. White female prostitutes are treated better than black fe¬
male prostitutes.
SA A B SB 70. Black women are better able to deal with intelligent, cap¬
able men than are white women.
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